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CLASSING SMALL CLIPS
*

By W. L. McGARRY, Sheep and Wool Adviser

I

*>•••••••••

ORRECT classing of their own clips by the farmers themselves can prove highly
C
educational and definitely profitable. Factors such as labour shortages, inadequate
equipment and lack of confidence in their own ability to carry out the work, induce
many woolgrowers to leave the classing of their clips to the brokers, but classing of the
clip on the farm should be practised wherever possible.
The educational aspect of classing their
own wool is important to growers, particularly insofar as it affects flock improvement. By placing the wool in the various
bins themselves, growers are not only improving their wool knowledge but are also
becoming intimately acquainted with the
degree of fault and virtue in their clips.
With this knowledge, they are better
equipped to select those rams most likely
to reduce the faults and add to the virtues.
An intimate knowledge of the type and
quantity of wool going into the various
lines, together with culling, equips growers
more reliably and efficiently to select
suitable rams t h a n by mere culling alone.
This important information can only be
obtained a t the classing table, and it is
obvious also t h a t by classing the wool into
the various lines and following up prices

realised for the various lots, the grower
can readily recognise the most profitable
type of wool to produce.
QUANTITY AND STYLE
The aim in producing merino wool
should be to produce as great a quantity
of wool of good style (or character) per
sheep as possible. Style is emphasised because in merino wool a premium is paid
for style and for this reason t h e desirability of establishing and improving style
is very important and should not be overlooked when striving for quantity.
PRODUCTION COSTS
Production costs are of paramount importance in wool production and one way
in which growers can reduce production
costs is by increasing the quantity and
style of wool cut per
head of sheep—or in
other words by increasing the monetary
returns per head of
sheep run. Producing
cheaper wool means
producing more and
better wool per sheep.

Fig. 1.—The effects of nutrition on the growth of sheep. These two ewes are
of the same age and are by the same sire. The one on the left has been
well fed throughout Its life and has a body weight of 119 lb. The animal
on the right has been poorly fed and has a body weight of 54 lb.

FEEDING
The amount of wool
cut per sheep is governed by two factors.
They are nutrition (or
feed) and breeding (or
inheritance). Of the
two there is little
doubt that nutrition
plays the bigger p a r t
in the quantity of wool
cut per sheep. Unless
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a sheep is on a good level of nutrition from
the time it is born it is unable to produce
the maximum amount of wool of which it
is genetically capable—or in other words
it is unable fully to express in wool production its inheritance for this factor.
Good nutrition results in the development
of more wool-producing follicles during
the growth of the sheep, which in turn
leads to a greater wool density—or in other
words more fibres per square inch of skin.
Good nutrition will also make a bigger
sheep with a larger skin area on which to
grow wool. The more wool-bearing skin
on a sheep t h e better (up to a point) as it
h a s been found t h a t about 90 per cent, of
the skin area on a sheep is bare. Thicker
a n d longer wool fibres are grown by the
sheep when the nutritional conditions are
good and if the millions of fibres t h a t go
to make up a fleece are thicker and longer
(through nutrition) then the fleece must
be heavier.

BREEDING
A stylish wool can be described as a wool
possessing to a high degree all those
characteristics which wool buyers and wool
manufacturers desire and are willing to
pay premiums for.
These characteristics are:—
(1) Good staple length.
(2) Robust or thick staple.
(3) Soundness throughout the whole
staple length.
(4) Correct staple length for fibre
thickness.
(5) Pronounced, regular and even
crimp.
(6) Blocky, square tip free from hairiness and flufflness.
(7) Free and even fibre growth
throughout the staple.
(8) Density.
(9) Softness.
(10) Elasticity.
(11) Colour.

Fig. 2.—Merino wool—strong wool type. That on the left shows good style. That on the right
lacks style.
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Fig. 3.- -Merlno wool—medium type.

Note the difference between the good style on the left
the poor style on the right.

Although nutrition (feed) plays a part
in some of these characteristics the main
role of nutrition is to produce quantity
and reliance must be placed more on
breeding and culling: if growers are to
establish and retain style in their wool.
In wool growing, feeding and breeding
must go together to get the maximum returns. Breeding without feeding is senseless and feeding without breeding is only
going half way because a sheep of poor
type costs as much to feed and care for
as a good one and a good type will convert
feed into wool and meat much more profitably t h a n a poor type.
The classing of farmers clips to the best
financial advantage is a task t h a t can be
performed capably by growers who take
an intelligent interest in their sheep and
the wool they produce. Classing of such
clips calls mainly for the matching of
similar fleeces into as few and as big lines
as possible out of which must be kept the
505

irregular or "outsort" fleeces which do not
match the main lines. The main qualifications required in the correct matching
of fleeces are common sense and good eyesight allied to adequate shed facilities.
SHEARING SHED FACILITIES
A roomy, well-designed shed is essential
if shearing and classing are to be carried
out efficiently and expeditiously.
Shed
space must be laid out economically to j n sure the most efficient handling of sheep
and wool, and in planning the wool room,
it is necessary to aim a t a quick, clean
handling of the fleeces with the wool
travelling in the one direction towards the
press.
PLAN OF SHEARING SHED
1. A plan of a 4-stand fixed overhead
gear elevated shearing shed which is also
very suitable for storage purposes is shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.
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This type of shed is definitely preferable
to the type where the shearing board is
on one side of the shed because it ensures
more economical, efficient and easier
handling of sheep and wool. This type of
shed is recommended for any number of
up to eight fixed overhead stands and also
two-stand portable plants.
The overall
measurements, including the catching
pens, can be reduced, increased or modified according to the number of stands,
sheep space required etc.
2. I n this type of shed the sheep do not
have to be carried across the shearing
board and the shearer does not have to
step over the fleece to reach the catching
pen. I n addition the picker-up avoids excessive walking (or running!) and saves
time in handling the wool. By picking up
the fleeces and turning around, the wool
can be thrown practically straight on to
the wool rolling table from the board.
3. The use of frames or gate-type bins
in the type of shed shown in plan (see
Fig. 6) is recommended and results in considerable space being available for storage
after shearing.
LIGHTING
The question of light is very important,
particularly in view of the fact t h a t the
bulk of shearing is done when days are
short and often cloudy.
A good light is essential if the clip is to
be classed to the best financial advantage,
and in addition a good light enables the
classing to be carried out more quickly and
easily. Very few shearing sheds in farming areas are sufficiently well lighted to
class wool properly, and the question of
light seems to be one t h a t is overlooked
or ignored by many farmers when constructing their sheds or when arranging
their sheds in preparation for shearing.
Farmers are not doing justice to their clips
or their pockets in preparing their wool
for market in a poor light and then subjecting it to the "acid test" of display and
valuation under the excellent lighting of
a wool showfloor.
Bad light also hampers the handling of
the sheep in the shed and is certainly not
conducive to good shearing.
Sheep will
move into lighted pens quicker and with
less trouble t h a n if the pens are in semidarkness, a fault which is applicable to

many sheds. When sheep are driven out
of strong sunlight into a dark shed trouble
is experienced in getting them housed,
and this is largely overcome when a shed
is well illuminated with natural light.
Factors conducive towards improved
lighting in shearing sheds are:—
(1) Installation of saw-tooth type of
roofs.
(2) Installation of skylights.
(3) Whitewashing of the inside walls
and roofs of sheds. This will improve the lighting considerably at
a small cost.
(4) Temporary removal of a few
sheets of iron from the roof during shearing—be careful to avoid
sun glare, however.
(5) Rearrangement of pens, wool bins,
wool tables and shearing board,
so t h a t the available light can be
used to the best advantage.
(6) Replacing the galvanised iron or
board sides of wool bins with wire
netting or battens.
WOOL BINS
I t is necessary to have at least six bins
in the average farmer's flock of 1,000 to
1,500 sheep. In larger flocks more bins are
necessary and, in the rush of shearing,
more bins mean better classing, more convenience, less work and less double h a n d ling. One disadvantage of fixed bins is
t h a t they limit the space for storage after
shearing. Another drawback is that these
bins are generally made the same size,
with the result t h a t there is insufficient
room for the main lines and too much
for the other lines. Fixed bins are usually
close-boarded or made with galvanised
iron sides, and as a result are generally
lacking good illumination. Plenty of light
should penetrate each bin to enable the
classer to see t h a t the various lines are
kept uniform and to permit comparison
with neighbouring lines of wool.

Avoid placing wool bins against a wall
if possible. If they are arranged so t h a t
the presser can obtain the wool from the
back of the bin, this will give the presser,
classer and other shed workers full freedom of movement without delaying or interfering with their work.
510
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PORTABLE WOOL BINS
The portable or frame type of wool bin
(see Fig. 6) is recommended and its a d vantages are:—
(1) After shearing these can be moved
and this allows t h e use of the
maximum storage space for super,
grain, etc.
(2) Convenience in small sheds.
Frame bins can be easily and
quickly adapted to any size r e quired
to accommodate
the
amount of wool going into various
lines.
(3) Better light penetration to each
bin.
(4) They can be moved or placed anywhere in the wool room during
shearing.
Portable bins can be made of light timber (8ft long and 6ft. high) in the form of
frames with t h e uprights fitting into
"feet."
Front Uprights—2in x 2in. x 4ft.
Rear Uprights—2in. x 2in. x 6ft.
Bottom Cross Pieces—2in. x l^in. x 8ft.
Top Cross Pieces—2in. x l i i n . x 8ft. 6in.
Foot Pieces—3in x 2in. x 18in.
It is necessary to cover the frames with
wire-netting and this should be stretched
tightly across t h e frame.

GATE-TYPE BINS
Bins made of light timber and affixed to
the wall by hinges, gate fashion, are also
very suitable. These can be swung back
flush against the walls, and out of the way,
after shearing and the whole bin space
utilised for storage etc.
WOOL TABLES
An adequate wool rolling table is indispensable if the preparation of the fleece
for classing is to be done efficiently and
expeditiously. The work involved on t h e
wool rolling table is most important, b e cause it is at this stage t h a t the initial,
and probably most serious faults occur in
the "get-up" of t h e clip. Half the classing
is done if the skirting, backing and rolling
is correctly and quickly carried out, and
the provision of an adequate wool rolling
table is absolutely essential if efficiency
and speed in fleece preparation are to be
achieved.
Good work is possible only on a table of
satisfactory dimensions, and wool rolling
tables should be of sufficient length and
width to accommodate a fleece t h a t lies
flat without it over-hanging the sides or
ends of the table.
The minimum length and width of a
wool rolling table should be 10ft. x 5ft.
with batten space Jin. to lin. apart. It is

8*

Fig. 6.—This frame type of wool

b i n h a s m a n y advantages.
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definitely preferable to have a table a little
on the large side t h a n to have one on the
small side. The majority of tables in use
today are too small for good work and
could be enlarged to an adequate size at
little cost with extensions in the form of
flooring boards, or additional battens fixed
to the sides and/or ends.
Folding legs or trestles are a definite
advantage over fixed legs on a wool table,
in t h a t the table can be stored in a minim u m of space when not in use.
Wool rolling tables should not be too
low or too high—about 3ft. high is ideal
for persons of average height. Wool tables
t h a t are too high or too low cause unnecessary fatigue. Efficient skirting is impossible if the table is placed against a wall.
I t is necessary to arrange the table so t h a t
the skirter can move around it freely.
Light floor-boards placed around the
legs of the table temporarily will keep
floor pieces and dags out and save the
time involved in shaking these out of the
table locks.
ESTABLISHING THE LINES.
The decision as to how the clip is to be
classed, w h a t lines to make, etc., has to be
made during the first day's shearing, and
the importance of the first day's work in
setting the lines correctly—or laying the
correct foundation on which to class—
cannot be over-emphasised.
The most
difficult p a r t of classing any clip is during
the first day, when it is necessary to set
out or m a t c h together a few fleeces into
those lines or grades which are warranted
and which are sufficient to cater for the
whole clip. I t is necessary for the fleeces
in these grades to be sufficiently even so
t h a t they will blend profitably as a line,
and the number of grades or lines must
be few enough to enable reasonably big
lines to be made in the clip.
I t is recommended t h a t the main objective during the first day's shearing should
be "to get the eye in" to enable the correct
setting-up of the lines to be made. Time
spent in this direction is well spent and
will eliminate irregular and unprofitable
classing as shearing progresses.
Before setting the lines it is a definite
advantage to get the "feel" of the clip
first, by stacking the first 40 or 50 fleeces
in a corner of the shed or in a spare bin

as they are shorn—after an examination
and handling on the wool rolling and
classing tables.
These fleeces can be
classed out later when the lines have been
made. Having a good "look" at the wool
in this way before establishing the lines,
assists in a correct appraisal of the average quality and type of the wool to follow
and assists to "get the eye in" quickly to
the correct matching of the next 30 to 40
fleeces into the established bulk lines
which will absorb the majority of the clip.
Becoming familiar with the wool in this
way a t the outset eliminates much uncertainty and changing of fleeces afterwards
when the lines are being established.
MATCHING
Woolclassing is only another name for
the matching into lines of fleeces t h a t are
similar in length, quality, condition and
soundness, and naturally fleeces t h a t are
similar in these characteristics will go together. Matching will be carried out more
quickly and more accurately if the classer
observes the "golden rule" of all wool work,
and remembers t h a t first impressions are
the best.
QUALITY
Quality refers to the thickness of the
fibre (counts). Merino qualities or counts
used are:—
Type.
Fine
Medium
Strong
Extra strong

Quality or
Count.
70's.
64's.
60's.
58's.

Do not be concerned with the figures or
counts when classing, but be guided by
the crimp formation and general appearance and think and class in terms of fine
medium, strong and extra strong wool.
Narrow crimping denotes fineness and
broad crimping, strength, or thicker fibres.
Extra strong fleeces should be kept out
of the strong lines. If there is not enough
for a bale or line, these types should be
baled with other "outsort" fleeces into a
mixed bale and sent to broker for bulk
classing.
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DOGGY FLEECES
Doggy wool is illustrated in Fig. 7. This
objectionable and nondescript type of
wool is straight-fibred, characterless and
shiny, lacking in breeding and with poor
felting a n d spinning properties.
Keep doggy fleeces out of all fleece lines
a n d include with other outsort fleeces in a
mixed bale for bulk classing.
OUTSORT FLEECES
Outsort fleeces embrace all irregular, inferior and odd fleeces which will not
m a t c h the main lines: the value of which
is lowered if they are left in.
Outsort
fleeces include the matted, very discoloured, doggy, heavy black tipped, rotten, extra strong, heavy and fatty, very
short types etc.
All outsort fleeces should be baled together a n d sent to brokers for bulk classing.
BULK CLASSING.
The bulk classing departments in
brokers stores are designed to handle outsort fleeces to the best financial advantage. Bulk classing was instituted principally to deal with mixed bales, lightweights and bags which previously were
bought by dealers, usually at a discount,
Many bins are used in order to cover all
types and colours of wool and, from a
mixed bale, possibly a dozen different sorts
are made—the owner being credited with
the weight which h a s gone into each of
t h e different bins.
Large lines of bulk-classed wool meet
with good competition at sales and provide the medium for growers' small and
irregular lots to enjoy full competition
a n d realise full value.
LENGTH
This refers to the average length of the
staple a n d when classing merino wool it
is necessary to think and class in terms
of:—
Good Length 3|in to 4in. (Warp).
Medium Length 2Jin. to 3in. (Half
Warp).
Short, Under 2Jin. (French Combing).
I n years when seasonal conditions are
good, warps (bulk top lines) naturally will
be plentiful.
However, when the clip is

not well grown all the wool will be correspondingly shorter in staple and the halfwarps would be the bulk top line.
CONDITION
This refers to the amount of yolk, etc.,
in the wool and it is necessary to differentiate between light, medium and
heavy variations in condition.
When
classing, it is necessary to lift the fleece
off the classing table to arrive at a reliable
estimation of its condition.
Do not be
misled by colour when estimating condition. A bright fleece is not always lightconditioned and a fleece t h a t is "off colour"
(not bright) is not always heavy-conditioned.
All fleeces with a pronounced heavy
black tip and heavy fatty fleeces must be
kept separate and not included in the
medium conditioned lines.
SOUNDNESS
This refers to the tensile strength of the
fibre which is subjected to tension during
the combing process. This strain is about
equal to a 7 lb. tension on the average
staple of wool. Sound wool will withstand
this approximate 7 lb. pressure when applied by hand. Unsound or tender wool
will give or break under the strain. Incon-

Fig. 8.—Tender wool.

Note break when subjected to
tension.
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sistency and errors of judgment will occur
when testing wool for soundness, unless
the same tension is applied to the same
thickness of staple for each fleece.
To test for soundness, grasp the tip of
staple between the thumb and forefinger
of the left h a n d and the butt of the staple
between the same fingers of the right
hand, and apply steady pressure of about
7 lb. Keep all tender fleeces out of the
main sound lines. If there are not enough
tender fleeces for a bale or a line, bag them
or make a mixed bale with other "outsort"
fleeces for the bulk class.
If the big majority of the fleeces in a
clip are tender, ignore this factor and class
on quality, length and condition.
PICKING UP AND THROWING
If the fleeces are picked up and thrown
correctly, the whole "get-up" will benefit
because the fleeces can be skirted much
more efficiently and expeditiously when
they are thrown so t h a t they lie flat on
the table.
A little time and trouble spent by the
picker-up in this important aspect of shed
work is reflected in better work and better
classing throughout the shed.
A little
attention to straightening and disentangling the points of a fleece as the shearer
is finishing the last few blows can, and
does often, mean the difference between
good and bad throwing, and consequently
good and bad skirting and backing.
Frequent use of the broom should be
made by the picker-up to avoid dags,
second cuts, sweaty ends, etc., from the
previously shorn sheep being gathered into
the fleece as it is picked up.
SKIRTING AND BACKING
Maximum returns are dependent upon
efficient skirting and it is essential that
fleeces are carefully skirted for sweat,
stain, seed and burr, and also any rough
breech pieces. Discretion must be used as
to the depth or amount of skirting necessary.
The volume of skirtings removed
can vary with seasonal conditions, which
govern the amount of seed and/or burr,
dust and foreign matter in a fleece.
Careless or faulty work a t the wool-rolling table can result in over skirting, which
is definitely unprofitable.
Over skirting
builds up the piece lines at the expense of

the more valuable fleece lines—in other
words, it increases the quantity of lower
priced wool and decreases the quantity of
higher priced wool.
When skirting, it is recommended t h a t
all breech skirtings be thrown in a basket
handy at the end of the table; separate
from the rest of the skirtings. This will
facilitate piece picking in t h a t any rough
breech skirts and stains are automatically
separated from the rest of the pieces.
Those portions of the back and neck
wool which are too thin, short, dusty, etc.,
to match the rest of the fleece, should be
removed, and inspection on the rolling
table with the tip side up is essential to
determine the degree of backing necessary.
Indiscriminate removal of backs and necks
is unprofitable and results in much wool
which could have been typed as fleece,
being relegated to a broken type a t a lower
value. Profitable classing calls for as much
fleece wool in a clip as possible.
When backs are removed and a line is
made, this wool must be kept separate and
branded BKN.
WOOL ROLLING
Neat, compact, well-rolled fleeces with
the shoulder wool wrapped around t h e
fleece have definite advantages lacking in
slovenly and carelessly-rolled
fleeces.
These advantages are:—
(1) The wool opens up more a t t r a c tively on the showfloor.
(2) Handling is facilitated
when
carrying to the bin and when
pressing.
(3) A greater degree of consistency
and evenness in the classing and
better distinction between the
lines is facilitated.
Rolling should be done by folding in
one-third of the fleece lengthways, then
fold the doubled portion to the outer edge.
Then roll firmly but not too tightly from
the breech to the neck.
PIECES AND BELLIES
Pieces and belly lines in all clips should
be free of urine stains, second cuts a n d
locks. It is not advisable to make more
t h a n one line of pieces and bellies in small
clips, but in larger clips two lines can be
made where warranted.
1
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Very heavily seeded pieces and matted
jowls should be kept out of all piece lines.
Bag separately if not enough for a bale.
Pieces should be shaken thoroughly to
eliminate locks and second cuts.
Piece
lines t h a t are locky will go down in type,
yield and value.
LOCKS AND STAINS
At the present high levels these types
w a r r a n t more attention t h a n they usually
receive. The stained piece line should take
only urine and dung stains from the
breech end of fleeces, together with belly
pizzle stains.
If the stained content is
heavy due to lack of crutching, lush
season, etc., breech skirtings should be
trimmed carefully, because the presence of
over much clean wool in stained piece
lines is unprofitable, and, conversely, clean
piece lines containing stains will be reduced in value as a result of this fault.
Locks should be shaken in order to
eliminate dags and pieces. The inclusion
of dags results in the paying of freight on
something t h a t is worthless, and the pieces
will bring more money if included in the
piece line.
LAMBS
Only one line should be made in small
clips, but where warranted two lines can
be made for larger clips—grading merino
lambs for length and aiming at a good
distinction.
Remove all urine and dung
stains.
BRANDS
Where woolbrand fault is excessive and
prevalent, t h e brand should be removed
a n d bagged separately from the other
wool.
When brands are completely removed it is advisable to notify the broker
accordingly.
DOWNS TYPE OF WOOL
As most of the Downs wool types carry
brown, black or grey fibres, it is important
t h a t it is not mixed with any other wool.
Wool of this type should be branded according to breed and bagged if there is insufficient for a bale. Where growers of fat
lambs of the Downs breeds have a number
of unfinished lambs left on their hands
t h a t are shorn at the general shearing,

the wool when shorn should be kept
strictly apart from other wool, and placed
into bales or bags without skirting.
NUMBER OF LINES TO MAKE
The number of lines made is dependent
upon the size of the flock and the amount
of wool to be handled. Lines as big as
possible should be made and overclassing
should be avoided. Under present conditions, experience indicates t h a t a few big
lines of fleece wool t h a t are reasonably
even, are somewhat more profitable than
a number of small lines. In these bulk
lines, the top fleeces "carry" the average
fleeces with the result t h a t generally a
higher average price per lb. results than
if the wool had been classed out closely
into smaller and probably more uniform
lines.
To receive full advantage of classing in
this manner, however, great care must be
taken to keep out of the bulk lines the odd
irregular fleeces t h a t do not match.
When setting or establishing the lines,
do not set the standard of the top line too
high, set the standard according to the
wool before you and not on the previous
year's clip and have a good distinction between the tops and seconds. Make plenty
of top line even if it is not as good as you
would like—the second line will, by comparison, be correspondingly inferior in a p pearance and lower in value if the lines
have been soundly established. Big top
lines are not possible if the standard is set
too high at the commencement of shearing. Big top lines are profitable and increase the average price per lb. over the
whole clip.
The average price per lb. is more importa n t t h a n the individual price per lb. for
various lines, and it is the important factor as far as total cash returns are concerned.
DESCRIPTION OF LINES
Lines can be made from the following
descriptions:—
Because a description is shown it does
not necessarily follow t h a t every clip has
wool, or wool in sufficient quantity, to fit
this description, and it can therefore be
eliminated if considered advisable.
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wool, or wool in sufficient quantity, to fit
this description, and it can therefore be
eliminated if considered advisable.
Brand—
AAA COM—Good length, sound, light condition, finer quality of clip.
AA COM—Shorter, sound, heavier in condition, finer quality of clip.
A COM—Very short and heavy in condition, fine and medium quality of clip.
AAA—Good length, sound, light condition, medium quality of clip.
AA—Shorter, sound, heavier in condition,
medium quality of clip.
BBB COM—Good length, sound, light condition, strong quality of clip.
(Exclude extra strong, straight fibred and
doggy fleeces.)
BB COM—Shorter, sound, heavier in condition, strong quality of clip.
(Exclude extra strong, straight fibred and
doggy fleeces.)
BBB—Attractive fleeces of extra strong
quality.
(Keep straight fibred and
doggy fleeces out.)
AAA FLC—Tender, average to good length,
medium and fine quality.
AA FLC—Tender, shorter and heavier,
medium and fine quality.
BBB FLC—Tender, strong quality.
(Exclude doggy fleeces.)
COM B/C—Takes all inferior and irregular fleeces t h a t will not match the
main lines.
(See notes on outsort
fleeces.) Bale fleeces together into a
mixed bale and consign to broker for
bulk classing. Most of these fleeces
will come from culls and it will make
classing easier if the culls are drafted
off and shorn separately.
(It is essential to make this line in every
clip.)
AAA BKN—Backs.
AAA NKS—Necks (if warranted).
AAA PCS—Longest and lightest pieces.
Stains removed. Keep heavily seeded
pieces and matted jowls out.
Keep
MERINO FLOCKS OF OVER 1,500
locks out of pieces.
GROWN SHEEP
Lines can be made from the following AA PCS—Shorter and heavier (if warranted).
descriptions:—
Because a description is shown it does BBB PCS—Contains rough quality pieces
and breech ends.
not necessarily follow that every clip has

MERINO FLOCKS OF UP TO 1,500
GROWN SHEEP
Brand—
AAA COM—Good length, sound, light condition, fine to medium quality.
AA COM—Shorter, sound, heavier in condition, fine to medium quality.
BBB COM—Good length, sound, light to
medium condition, strong quality.
(Exclude extra strong, straight fibred
and doggy fleeces.)
AAA FLC—Tender.
Contains all fleeces
out of previous three lines t h a t are
tender.
COM B/C—Takes all inferior and irregular fleeces t h a t will not match the
previous four lines.
(See notes on
outsort fleeces.) Bale fleeces together
into a mixed bale and consign to
broker for bulk classing.
Most of
these fleeces will come from culls and
it will make classing easier if the culls
are drafted off and shorn separately.
(It is essential to make this line in every
clip.)
AAA BKN—Backs.
AAA NKS—Necks (if warranted).
AAA PCS—Longest and lightest pieces.
Stains removed. Keep heavily seeded
pieces and matted jowls out.
Keep
locks out of pieces.
AA PCS—Shorter and heavier (if warranted).
AAA BLS—One line. Pizzle stains removed.
STD PCS—One line. Dags removed. Contains only urine and dung stained
pieces. Dry before pressing.
LKS—One line. Dags removed.
Keep
pieces out of locks.
AAA LBS—Longest and lightest.
Urine
stains removed.
AA LBS—Shorter and heavier (if warranted). Urine stains removed. Odd
fleeces from rough, hairy tipped and
late dropped lambs (very short) to be
blended through with LKS.
CRT—Crutchings. One line minus dags.
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STD PCS—One line. Dags removed. Contains only urine and dung stained
pieces. Dry before pressing.
LKS—One line. Dags removed.
Keep
pieces out of locks.
AAA BLS—Longest and lightest. Remove
pizzle stains and trim lightly.
AA BLS—Shorter and heavier.
Remove
pizzle stains.
AAA LBS—Longest and lightest.
Urine
stains removed.
AA LBS—Shorter and heavier.
Urine
stains removed.
Odd fleeces from
rough, hairy tipped and late dropped
lambs (very short) to be blended
through with LKS.
AAA CRT—Longest and lightest crutchings. Remove stains and dags.
AA CRT—Shorter and heavier crutchings.
Remove dags.
COMEBACK AND CROSSBRED FLOCKS.
I t is stressed t h a t in classing Crossbred
wool, quality, or fibre thickness, is the
most important factor to keep in mind.
Crossbreds are graded and described as
follows:—
Type.
Brand.
Comeback
CBK Finest
Pine Crossbred
... F XB Fine Crossbred.
Medium Crossbred .... M XB Medium Crossbred.
Coarse Crossbred .... C XB Coarse Crossbred.

I n mixed flocks, i.e., crossbred and
merino, classing will be more efficient and
made much easier if the sheep are drafted
in the yards before shearing and shorn
separately.
Lines can be made from the following
descriptions:—
Because a description is shown it does
not necessarily follow t h a t every clip has
wool, or wool In sufficient quantity, to fit
this description, and it can therefore be
elminated if considered advisable.
Brand—
AAA CBK—Good length, light to medium
condition, Comeback (fine) wool.
AA CBK—Shorter and heavier condition,
Comeback (fine) wool.
AAA F XB—Good length, light to medium
condition, fine Crossbred wool.
AA F XB—Shorter and heavier, fine Crossbred wool.

AAA M XB—Good length, light to medium
condition, medium Crossbred wool.
AA M XB—Shorter and heavier, medium
Crossbred wool.
C XB—Good length, light to medium condition, all coarse Crossbred wool and
long English breeds.
XB B/C—All cotty, discoloured and cast
fleeces into a mixed bale for Bulk
classing.
AAA CBK FLC—Tender Comebacks.
AAA XB FLC—Tender Crossbreds.
CBK PCS—Comeback and fine Crossbred
pieces.
XB PCS—Medium and strong Crossbred
pieces.
CBK BLS—Comeback and fine Crossbred
bellies.
XB BLS—Medium and strong Crossbred
bellies.
XB STD PCS—One line, CBK and XB
stains together, minus dags and dry
before pressing.
XB LKS—One line, CBK and XB Locks
minus dags.
CBK LBS—Comeback (fine) lambs (two
lines if necessary, according to
length).
FM XB LBS—Fine and medium Crossbred
lambs (two lines if necessary according to length).
XB LBS—Coarse Crossbred lambs.
PRESSING AND BRANDING
Neat, well-pressed bales facilitate handling, save packs and are a general allround advantage.
When pressing, it is
advisable not to make the bales containing top line wool too heavy. It is an advantage also if the weights of such bales
are kept fairly even and without a great
variation in poundage. The conservation
of wool packs is an important item at the
present high price for packs, and a reasonably high overall bale average is necessary in order to conserve packs. This can
be effected by increasing the weights in
the lower or inferior lines, which will not
lose anything in appearance when opened
up, through heavy, but not excessive bale
weights.
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Pig. 9.—Left—A correctly branded bale.

Pig. 10.—Cap of a correctly branded bale.

Compare with badly-branded bale on

right.

The bales in the clip must be numbered
consecutively from number one on to the
end of the clip with oddments following in
sequence. Do not duplicate numbers in
any one season.
It is recommended t h a t a plain brand
which is distinctive and bold be used with
the owner's initials over the name of the
property.
The initials serve as a distinguishing mark as many farm names
are duplicated. Stencil plates only should
be used, and the letters on these should
not be too small. Do not use horse, cattle,
wool brands, etc.
The brand, description and bale number
should be clearly marked on the front and
top of each bale. Do not brand on the
bottom of the bale as this is required for
shipping marks. The front of the bale
should be the side with the seam all round.
Where no mechanical press is available
and fixed top packs are used, the same
method applies, but the front of the bale
should be opposite to the side to which
the cap is attached.
527
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The minimum weight of a "full weight"
bale of greasy wool (other t h a n lambs'
wool) is 225 lb. Bales weighing less t h a n
this are treated by brokers through their
bulk-class department.
I t is most essential t h a t the classer or
grower sends the wool broker a brief r e port on t h e clip, immediately shearing is
finished, giving the bale number of any

Book

"splits" in the flock and stating where
and a t what bale number a change has
occurred in the wool. This could occur
through a change in country, a different
paddock, or a change of flock during
shearing.
This report assists brokers considerably
in displaying and cataloguing clips to the
best advantage prior to sale.

Review.
"FERTILITY AND INFERTILITY IN THE DOMESTIC ANIMALS"
(J. A. Laing)

rwiHIS is a book that is particularly well-presented and most up-to-date. In embrac-*- ing both the normal and abnormal aspects of fertility, the author has dealt with
a difficult subject in a most capable manner.
Firstly he gives a consideration of fertility and infertility,
making quite clear
that infertility is not a disease in itself—
a fact not always appreciated
by the
farmer—but
can be the result of a large
group of diseases or errors of
management.
Excellent chapters deal with
reproduction in the female, in all its various phases,
and the reproductive
characteristics
of
normal male animals in considerable detail.
Complete
descriptions
of the
genital
organs of the various domestic
animals,
and the methods used in the
examination
of the organs, are also well set out.
The diagnosis of pregnancy is dealt with
most comprehensively,
and gives perhaps
the most complete account of diagnosis in
the domestic animals seen by the reviewer.
The chapter dealing with this subject also

includes differential diagnosis from pathological conditions, a very useful feature.
One chapter is devoted to artificial insemination, and this subject is particularly
well handled.
Excellent chapters on the infectious and
non-infectious
diseases of the reproductive organs and nutrition in relation to infertility are included.
In addition some
particularly good plates of the organisms
responsible for some of the genital diseases
are reproduced.
The author is to be commended for the
manner in which the book is set out, and
it should be of considerable value to all
veterinarians and veterinary and agricultural students.
Whilst the book generally
is too technical for the average farmer, the
stud breeder and those more advanced
farmers in the community
should find
much to interest them in it.—J.S.
528
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